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May Monthly Virtual Meeting
Price versus Performance and Satisfaction in an HF
Transceiver
Frank Howell K4FMH will be the guest speaker for the May
SARA meeting. Frank will cover the results of his research
regarding what you paid for an HF transceiver versus the
receive performance and overall satisfaction. Compiling data
from 3 sources: introductory purchase price, receiver
performance according to the Sherwood Engineering testing,
and overall customer satisfaction taken from eham and other
user review sources; Frank authored a 2-part article that
appears in the Jan/Feb 2021 and Mar/Apr 2021 issues of the
National Contest Journal.
Frank is Professor Emeritus at Mississippi State University and
Adjunct Professor at Emory University. He has been an SWL,
BCB DXer, and antenna builder since he was 8 years old. He
was involved in building two radio stations, one FM and 1 AM,
when he was 20 He held a Third Class FFC Commercial
Broadcast license at the time. Frank obtained his amateur radio
license at 58 in 2010 and was originally assigned KJ4QJZ.
Frank lives in Ridgeland, a northern suburb of Jackson, MS.
He is a Life Member of the ARRL and past-Assistant Director of
the Delta Division and ARES Emergency Coordinator in
Starkville MS. Frank has been Vice President of the Central
Mississippi Amateur Radio Association in Brandon and
President of the Magnolia Amateur Radio Club in Starkville.
Recently, Frank launched the Magnolia Intertie Inc. non-profit
organization and is the Trustee of the KG5FCI call sign for that
group of repeaters.

Announcements
The regular monthly meeting returns on May 8,
2021 via Webex.
Meeting: Current Members will receive a

meeting invitation via email from Joe,
KCØOIO.
SARA's virtual monthly meetings are
open to all. Go to

https://stillwateramateurradioassociat
ion.my.webex.com/meet/w0jh
to join the meeting.

SARA On the Air
Phone Round Robin Ragchews & Net
(All Times are Local - Central)
> Daily “Lunch Room” Crew: 12:00 - ?
SARA 2m Repeater* ... Weekdays
> Daily Top Band Crew: 20:00; 1.966
MHz LSB or USB +/- QRM (alternates:
21.316 +/- MHz, 50.166 MHz)
> Monday 75m Crew: 08:15; 3.856 MHz
LSB +/- QRM
> Tuesday (TMT): 19:00; SARA 2m
Repeater*
> Wednesday Informal Net: 21:00;
SARA 2m Repeater*
> Sunday Digital Net: 19:00; 3.584.15
MHz USB (500-1000 Hz) on waterfall
(Mode announced via email)
Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater!
*SARA 2m Repeater: 147.060 MHz;
Positive Offset; DCS/DTCS 026
Normal)
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Frank is a regular presenter and contributor to the ICQPodcast icqpodcast.com; has been co-host of the
QSO Radio Show on WTWW with Ted Randall; and co-host of the Amateur Radio Roundtable on WBCQ
and w5kub.com with Tom Medlin. He periodically blogs atk4fmh.com, sometimes with a focus on the
sociological aspects of the broadest elements of the past time that is amateur radio.
He enjoys most aspects of ham radio, especially tests and measurements on his workbench, rag chewing
on HF, portable operations, digital modes via repeaters (DSTAR, Fusion), and the occasional DX contest.
But he is interested in it all!
The May monthly meeting is on Saturday May 8th, via the SARA WEBEX teleconference room. Our
Saturday meeting format is changing starting with this meeting. The meeting program will now be
presented at the start of the meeting at 9:00 AM. A brief business meeting will now follow the
program. The monthly meeting is open to members and visitors alike. The meeting room is available at
this link:
https://stillwateramateurradioassociation.my.webex.com/meet/w0jh
The WEBEX room is open by 8:15 AM CDT (13:15 UTC) for "Morning Coffee" eyeball QSOs and the
meeting begins at 9:00 AM CDT (14:00 UTC).

Of Mice and SARA Ops
As noted in the Radios in the Park article, there were a
few mice that camped this winter in the SARA Comms
Trailer. OIO Joe decided to kick them out, rolled up his
SARA shirt sleeves and cleaned up the mess they
made. And what a mess they made! After Joe emptied
the trailer, he scrubbed and wiped it down with
disinfectant. Way to go Joe … this was above and
beyond the call of duty. A big tip of the SARA cap to
OIO Joe. -de WØOXB
The Radios in the Park article is on page 7.
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Bandwidth from the President
Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
The “Radios in the Park” Eyeball QSO Party April 29 th was
a great evening! Weather was perfect – mid 60’s and
sunshine. It was great to see so many of my SARA friends
again after so long. The IC-705 in operation was quite an
attraction, thanks to Brian NØBJE for bringing it out. And Dave KØAIF demonstrated his FB
22-cal shot-powered launcher for stringing antenna wires up into the trees. There are 7 more
sessions scheduled at Valley View Park over the summer, so do try and get out to one or more
of them. Current members can pick up their SARA ID badge at any one of the sessions.
The pandemic resulted in some changes around the
KCØOIO shack. It suddenly became my work from home
space back in March 2020. Although I had the capability for
work from home prior to the pandemic, something I did for
snow storms or design projects when I needed to minimize
interruptions, the space was set up to be my home shack –
focused on radio operating. Working at the corner desk, I
had a 32-inch TV as an HDMI monitor to my left, a 20-inch
VGA monitor above the radios, and my HP laptop computer.
The HF radios sit on a shelf, an IC-736, hiding behind the
laptop screen in the picture to the left, and the primary radio IC-7300 on the right above the
MFJ-962D tuner.
As time went by, I upgraded the 20-inch monitor to a 24-inch Samsung HDMI giving me more
screen real estate. I came to realize that my workspace wasn’t the most ergonomic
configuration. I was using the large monitor as my primary for all my remote desktop work.
Resulting in a twisted position that just wasn’t comfortable. And the work surface was limited.
Given that I’ve been told that I will be able to work-from-home for as long as I want – even after
the current situation, it was time for redo.
The first step was expanding the work surface to the left side of the desk. I picked up a desktop
from Ikea that provided a larger space. That entailed emptying and moving a couple file
cabinets to make space for the new top. I picked up a new flat wall mount for the TV/monitor.
And the keyboard shelf was relocated to square up to the large monitor.
I took the now free swing arm mount from the TV/monitor, acquired another 24-inch Samsung
HDMI monitor as a 3rd monitor, and installed it as a 3rd to the left of the large screen. All this
screen real estate is nice, but soon taxed my laptop’s capabilities. I have a USB 3.0 docking
station to provide enough HDMI ports for the 3 screens, and that was processor-heavy on the
laptop. The processor load was particularly noticeable when running FT-8 in WSJT-X. Time for
a new computer.
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I was fortunate to find a refurbished HP Z230 desktop PC with an Intel Core i5 processor, 16 GB
RAM, and 1 TB SSD for just under $350 from Micro Center. I still use the docking station, but
the processor is able to keep up with everything now. And the SSD makes for quick boot-up
times.
Some new wire shelving was added for better storage of extra gear. And I’ve added a sound bar
for better audio.
Another consideration was the area lighting.
I have overhead 4-ft LED lighting in the
basement area, but that proves too harsh
coming over the shoulder. The LED track
lighting over the left shoulder also created
too many shadows. I now have clamp lights
providing up-lighting bounced off the white
acoustical tile, 2 warm white LED bulbs for
daytime “work from home” and soft yellow
LED light augmented with a red LED if
desired for evening and night radio work. I am now pretty happy with the configuration and it is
much more ergonomic.
That new IC-705 is sure a nice radio. The ability to easily grab it and get out and operate in the
field is becoming appealing to me. Time to save my shekels so I can get one.
I am debating the future of this column. I find that with preparing and sending the “SARA This
Week” bulletin weekly, it is getting difficult to come up with something to say without repeating
myself. We’ll have to see what develops over the summer, but don’t be surprised if this column
does not return when Signals from SARA returns from the summer break.
The format change of the SARA monthly Saturday meeting worked well last month. The
program/presenter will now lead the meeting with the business session to follow. A reverse
mullet (party in the front, business at the back), as one member put it during a recent virtual
Eyeball QSO Party. For now, meetings continue to be held virtually using the SARA WEBEX
conference room. Meetings will begin at 9:00 AM. The WEBEX room opens around 8:15 AM for
“Morning Coffee” social gathering. The meetings are open to all members and visitors alike. The
SARA room is at
https://stillwateramateurradioassociation.my.webex.com/meet/w0jh
I wish you all well. Stay Safe – Stay Healthy!

73 es CUL de KCØOIO
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ARRL Field Day 2021 (June 26 -27)

SARA is planning for a small scale, in-person, Field Day operation. Members may also operate
from home stations again this year and submit logs and points to the ARRL referencing
SARA-MN for the combined club score.
Thursday, May 6, a Webex Virtual Eyeball QSO Session we will be planning for Field Day. A
notice will be sent to SARA members. The preliminary plan is to have a scaled-back (for SARA)
basic one station operation at Valley View Park. We'll likely use the club's IC-7300, cover the
mic with a baggie (or bring your own mic), put plastic (Saran Wrap) wrap on the logging
computer keyboard and mouse and use alcohol wipes.

WØM Special Event Station Commemorating Minnesota Territory
The South East Metro Amateur Radio Club
(SEMARC) will be commemorating the 163rd
anniversary of Minnesota statehood by holding a
special event in the Birthplace of Minnesota.
Amateur radio station WØM will be located in
Pioneer Park in Stillwater on May 11 from 10:00
- 16:00 CDT.
Contact us at 7.250 and other freqs in the
General portion of all bands typical with phone,
CW and digital modes.
A certificate for stations contacting WØM will be
available. Visit www.semarc.org after May 11,
2021 to download your certificate.
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Membership Update
Shel Mann, NØDRX
While most who read this are members of the Stillwater Amateur Radio Assn
(SARA), only 18 of our 120 current members actually have a Stillwater address.
In addition to MN, we have members in WI, SD, and Canada. While four
members currently do not have a ham license, all classes of license are
represented. Some who have joined SARA within the past year have been hams
for quite a while, butI have noticed several who have been licensed more
recently. There is an old saying that after getting a license, “the learning begins”.
There are so many aspects of ham radio that none of us really learn everything.
The diversity of interest in many different areas of ham radio has always been an
attraction that has kept me involved with SARA since the beginning. While I
initially passed the 20 wpm code exam when it was required, I have had no
interest personally in code and could not copy 5 wpm now. Several of our
members love code and I support that effort and am glad to see it maintained. I
mention code only as an example of a single area of interest. There are many
areas, and I consider SARA as a smorgasbord with a wide variety of interesting
offerings.
The diverse interest is fueled by a regular stream of programs and activities with
input from you the members, and coordinated by some of our officers and
members who have volunteered to help.
I suspect some call signs, addresses, and emails on our current roster may not
be current, so I want to remind everyone to let me know of any changes in your
license, or contact information. Getting a relay from someone else may not
achieve an update to current info, so send changes directly to:
trustee@radioham.org.
We are also making a greater effort to document how many SARA members are
also members of the ARRL. We need to continue to get that information with
each annual SARA renewal, as we need to maintain a minimum of 50% of our
SARA voting membership also being ARRL members, to maintain our ARRL
Club Affiliation status.
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Radios in the Park: Valley View Park, Oak Park Heights

Thursday evening April 29 was
our first Eyeball session in
about a year. There were ~25
attendees and it was long
overdue seeing and chatting
with our friends. It was great
getting reacquainted with
long-time SARA members,
plus we got a chance to meet
several new SARA members.
Welcome Aboard all new
SARA members!
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The club’s Comms
Trailer was on site;
along with some
small, unexpected
furry hitchhikers.

Two portable stations were set up and operating. One by Dave (KØAIF) and another by
Brian (NØBJE). When they had time to talk on their radios, they made a variety of
contacts across the U.S. And, that new IC-705 QRP rig of Brian’s is really a honey!
More are planned: May 20, June
10, July 1, July 22, Aug. 12, Sept.
2, and Sept. 23.
For the May 20 session, we’ll be
featuring a "Tailgate Swap" so bring
your "surplus" Amateur Radio gear.
(And who knows what “treasures”
you’ll find to take home!)
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Collin (KEØIYN) prepared a time-lapse video you can see … ONLY if you are a member
of the private group.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/527705810939785

Center-Fed Zepp Antenna System #105*

That’s the latest installation of the ever-popular, SARA-endorsed antenna (aka “OXB SpecialTM
Multiband Center-fed Zepp Antenna System”). On May 1, Brian (NØBJE) and Dave (WØOXB)
designed and installed a new antenna for SARA’s Paul (KFØAQF).
Using overhanging branches of neighbors’ trees (with their permission), a G5RV antenna and
some creativity; these guys were able to string up 182’ of antenna wire and 75’ of ladderline at
Paul’s QTH. According to all three, it was easier than
expected and only took two hours to have Paul on the air …
160 - 6m. Besides having nice wx, it was a glorious day!
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*According to OXB Dave’s records, this is the 105th antenna system of this type that he has
personally installed from scratch and/or has had a hand in major overhauls and reinstallations.
Is it any wonder these antennas are as popular as they are within SARA?!

Remote Base Station Update - May 2021
Patrick Tice, wa0tda@arrl.net

Stations WØEQO, WØZSW, and
WAØTDA are all up and
running.
More downtime as
thunderstorm season ramps up
WØZSW and WAØTDA will be
taken offline periodically as a
precaution against lightning
damage, then returned to service
when the dangerous storms have
passed. You can check out the
North American lightning map in
real time at: https://www.blitzortung.org/en/live_lightning_maps.php?map=30
If you log in and find a station off the air, you might want to check out the lightning map
to see if there could be a lightning shutdown in progress. Otherwise, you can always
contact me at wa0tda@arrl.net and let me know there is a problem.

Confused about the RCForb interface?
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The RCForb interface you see on your computer screen or Android device is not
necessarily going to be the same every time you use it. Some controls will be in
different places on the screen or absent altogether. What you see depends on which
station you are using, and the radio at the station location as well as the way the station
administrator has set up the hosting software on the PC that is connected directly to the
radio. For example, station W0EQO is a Kenwood TS-480SAT, and the controls are
different from those at station W0ZSW, which is an ICOM IC-7300, and at station
WA0TDA, which is an ICOM IC-7200. This can be a bit confusing if you are used to one
software interface and then try to use another.
Take tuning the antenna as an example. Each of the hundreds of stations in the entire
Remotehams “lobby” list that you see when you first open the RCForb app is using a
unique antenna and antenna tuner setup. Some stations may be limited as to the
bands covered by the antenna, and that means that the station owner only allows you to
use the bands where the antenna can be tuned. On the W0EQO remote, the antenna is
tuned with the TXt button. On the W0ZSW and WA0TDA remotes, the antenna is tuned
with the TUNE button. The setup is unique to each station.
If you are using the Android app, the look and feel of the RCForb interface is different
because it is designed to be used on mobile devices. One big difference is that when
you want to transmit on the Android app, you use the PTT button, not the TX button
(W0EQO) or the TXd button (W0ZSW & WA0TDA).
In order to make the Android screen friendlier to mobile phone users, many of the radio
controls are separated into groups and accessed by tabs at the top of the app. This
allows the app developer to make the controls bigger and easier to use on a
smartphone screen, but it can be confusing to long-time PC app users when they don’t
see all the buttons and sliders on the main screen anymore after switching to Android.
Since I use both PC and Android, I have come to know each well and have no
problems, but it does take a bit of getting used to! The RCForb Android app is under
$10 and can be used on as many of your Android devices as you want. It also works on
newer Chromebooks and is available in the Google Play store. Like the free PC app, it
allows you to use both phone and CW. I have found it to work well on my T-Mobile
cellular connection when out and about. In addition, the phone’s audio system provides
excellent and consistent transmit audio when using SSB. There is no need to fiddle
around with port forwarding or anything like that - it just works!

Solar WX can cause HF problems
This past week (last week of April as I write this), we have experienced some rather
poor HF band conditions due to solar weather. I always have to remind myself that the
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sun giveth and the sun taketh away, so to speak. With the increase of sunspots we
often see coronal mass ejections and other disturbances that can wipe out HF
communications and fill the bands with weird noises and static. After a few days,
conditions often improve and we experience great band openings. The ionosphere is
always fluid and changing, and I guess the thing to remember is that if the band seems
dead, it isn’t necessarily because you have something wrong with your station - it may
just be poor band conditions. Nonetheless, you should try getting on the air regardless,
because seemingly “dead” bands can surprise you with a contact or two.
Good luck & good DX in 2021 and have fun with the radios!
73 - Pat wa0tda@arrl.net
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A Note from the Editors
This edition of the 2021 Signals from SARA news is produced on Google
Docs. If you are placing graphical elements or text on top of or mixed in
with photos, try to flatten that section of your document into a single large
image instead of multiple small ones. If you don’t know how to do this,
don’t worry - submit it anyway and we’ll work it out.
Formats for submission of articles
● Google Docs format: Produce your article in Google Docs and when
you want to submit it, just share it with wa0tda@gmail.com and it will
be easy to add it to the newsletter template for the upcoming issue.
● Microsoft Word or compatible formats, with file extensions .doc,
.docx, etc. Embedded pictures and graphics are okay (and preferred)
in this format, but see the above caution.
● Text files, either plain text or rich text; .txt, .rtf, etc. It’s easy to just
create your document and send it to wa0tda@gmail.com as an
attachment if you like.
● If you have been using Dropbox to submit in the past, you may
continue to do so.

How to join SARA
A membership form can be found on the radioham.org website and can be mailed along with
your check made out to SARA, to the preferred address of: SARA, 1618 Pine St W, Stillwater,
MN 55082. Dues for regular membership is $20 and associate membership is $10. Having an
amateur radio license is a requirement to be a regular member. You can also join, re-up, or
change your membership information on Radioham.org:
https://radioham.org/sara-membership-application-renewal-page/
Please send any questions as well as updates to your membership or license status to:
Trustee@radioham.org
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Upcoming events
● May Meeting: Saturday, May 8, 2021 - Virtual meeting via Webex
● SARA Lunchroom - M - F Noon to ?
● Technical Topic Thursday: The May13th session will be with Joe
Eiesenberg KØNEB, CQ Magazine's kit building editor for an evening of
"Kit Building Techniques for Success." The June 10th is planned to be a
live in-person session at the Radios in the Park gathering that evening,
which we also intend to stream on Webex.
● "Sunday Fusion" SARA's digital voice hangout is every Sunday evening at
7:00 PM. "Sunday Fusion" makes use of the System Fusion C4FM digital
voice capabilities of the SARA repeater along with WIRES-X and YSF
connectivity, It is an informal "hangout" for those who want to explore the
System Fusion capabilities of their radios.
● June, July, August - No regular meetings or newsletters, but lots of great
summer activities like Radios in the Park and ARRL Field Day.
● Discussion continues anytime at
https://groups.io/g/StillwaterMNAmateurRadioAssoc

SARA 2021 Officers
Joe Heitzinger, KCØOIO - President
Bob Jensen, WØGAF - Vice President
Dave Iverson, N9JNQ - Secretary
Rich Smith, ADØSN - Treasurer
Zack Zaccagnini, AAØU - 2021 & 2022 Director
Doug Farrell, N9TOW - 2020 & 2021 Director
Note: The SARA Trustee officer is an appointed position; chosen by the elected
officers
Trustee: Shel Mann, NØDRX
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